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Group model building: adding more science to the craft

David F. Andersen*, George P. Richardson* and Jac A. M. Vennixb

Abstract

This article discusses the issue of making group model building interventions more of a science than an art by outlining a number of requirements of a research program. Important elements that are discussed are the various goals of group model building interventions and the components and scripts of an intervention. Then the problem of theory development is discussed, together with a number of hypotheses which the authors suggest need more investigation. The article also discusses issues related to the selection of an appropriate research design, as well as a number of thorny measurement problems. © 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Syst. Dyn. Rev. 13, 187–201, 1997

The nature and scope of the problem

The articles in this special issue have presented a number of standard procedures of group model-building approaches, as well as results from empirical studies aiming to identify the success of modeling with client groups. From these articles it becomes clear that group model building is still more art than science. Research on the effects of group model building is scarce; it focuses on a wide variety of outcomes and variables, and research designs differ quite considerably. Instead of a solid research program creating replicable and cumulative results, we seem to have series of presumptions and hunches being repeated in a descriptive literature with little empirical evidence, certainly lacking any sense of competing propositions or refutability of the claims being made (most often by the practitioners who are using the system-intervention approach). The norm for research seems to be to posit an intuitively grounded hunch about what will work with a group and then to design a facilitated conference process around that hunch. If the interventions are successful (in the sense that paying clients like them and are willing to fund them being repeated), then the hunch is substantiated and the best intuitive practice continues. It seems that legends about what is working grow up around these interventions in what can only be described as superstitious behavior.

An example may help here. Those of us who work in the field of system dynamics have long held the belief that one of the great benefits of our modeling craft is that
it can make explicit the implicit mental models of our clients. Somehow, we have come to believe that explicit and discussible mental models (whatever they would turn out to be) are better, more accurate, and more useful than the old-fashioned, implicit mental models. We even have some more or less precise ideas about what these mental models are. Somehow, we came to believe that decision makers had an implicit understanding of system structures loaded in their cognitive capacities and that the causal structures that we build into formal simulation models could improve on and make more precise these implicit mental models. As a result policy makers would be better able to manage a complex dynamic system.

Several empirical studies have revealed that this is not the case. When given funding from the National Science Foundation to investigate more precisely the nature of managerial mental models, Maxwell et al. (1994; see also Richardson et al. 1994) could not find any strong evidence that decision makers actually carried around implicit or explicit elaborated causal structures in their minds. What the researchers thought mental models were could not be readily observed or measured. Indeed, when they gave decision makers explicit training in what they had presumed mental models to be, they found that this training had no statistical impact on their ability to manage a dynamic system.

However, they did discover that when decision makers were given what they called “causal chunks” or simple “If you do thus and so the outcome will be such and such” type of statements, decision makers were able better to manage a dynamic system. In short, it was thought that they were giving decision makers deeper and more elaborate understandings of system causal structure (a hunch that had developed into superstitious behavior), when what really seemed to matter was that the modeling team leave decision makers with highly chunked strategic insights. It took the authors a year and quite a little effort to disabuse themselves of their initial superstitious hunch. Other empirical studies largely confirm these results. Vennix (1990) and Verburgh (1994) found that even after extensive training in modeling, although individual learning occurred, no real improvement of participants’ mental models, in terms of entertaining more feedback loops or more elaborate causal relationships, could be established.

As these examples reveal, empirical research into the success of group model building is dearly needed. The focus of a research program into the role of facilitated group model building should, in our opinion, center on making these interventions more successful. Specifically, such a research program should work to identify what aspects or combinations of activities within facilitated group model-building conferences lead to more successful outcomes for individual clients, groups of clients, or the host organization. This type of a broadly focused research program gets stalled right from the start because we do not have a good description of what is being done in the diversity of activities that call themselves
strategic or systems thinking conferences. In addition, the sets of outcomes are many and diverse, often not clearly specified by researchers, and are less often measured in any sort of a rigorous fashion. The goal of this paper is to sketch the basic requirements and the outlines of such a research program on group model building. This framework might be used in the future to align research efforts, to build on each others’ work and to add more science to the craft of group model building.

We begin by making explicit our assumptions about what constitutes a solid research program. Next we will turn to a number of important subjects for research and a number of thorny research problems.

**Properties of a good research program**

If we, as a research community, intend to move away from superstitious reinforcement of *a priori* hunches, then we will have to move toward a systematic research program that has several important properties.

**Replicable**

We must begin to replicate each others’ work. For example, in a dissertation supervised by Andersen, Richardson and Stewart (Maxwell 1995) on the effect of cognitive style on mental models, it seemed that the literature is full of unreplicated findings that appear to contradict each other. But the problem with replication is that those of us who are working in facilitated group model-building conferences lack a common description or taxonomy of approaches for what we do (and no-one gets tenure for replicating the work of others). Hence, we are all doomed to publish small studies about what we do in our own small domains with little hope of replicating what our colleagues are doing. How can we learn from each other?

**Cumulative**

Closely tied to the notion of replication is the idea that this research program can be cumulative. We need to get better at citing each others’ results and building on those results. Again a clear problem arises because we now lack a common vocabulary for describing how our interventions are the same or are different, both in terms of process and in terms of intended and actual outcomes. Since we now lack a common set of conceptual dimensions by which we can describe the diversity of our practice, we lack a solid ability to build on each others’ results.
Refutable

Perhaps the most important aspect of a scientific research program is the ability of the research to unseat accepted hunches about what is really working and to truly challenge our notions of what is or is not working in our interventions. We must be open to the idea that our cherished notions about what is important are simply not correct. In principle, a research program must be able to refute our various sacred cows, but, in order to create a refutable research program, we must be able to observe a wide enough variety of types of interventions to sort out whether or not our pet theories about what works are really correct. However, if we always use our preferred techniques and approaches (out of a strong belief that they are what is best and will produce best outcomes), then our research program will lack the counter-factual examples that can refute those same pet theories.

By definition a good research program should challenge some of the central beliefs and premises of those who are practicing group-facilitated strategic or systems thinking. Since many of those practicing the craft are those who would do the research, we have to ask seriously how much do we really want to know what works and what doesn’t?

Goals of group model building

If we are truly serious in this research program about making our facilitated interventions more successful, then we must become crystal clear about the intended outcomes of our interventions. At what level do we believe that our interventions are making a difference — for individuals, for the group that we are working for, or for the host organization(s)? These are quite different levels of outcomes (and units of analysis in empirical research) and, unless we can be clear about what we are intending to accomplish through our interventions, then we will have no hope of measuring and describing our successes in a way that can lead to insights about what will be more successful in the future.

One goal that has been specified at the individual level is learning, i.e., improving mental models. More specifically, we may believe that our group modeling efforts should help individual participants gain more insight into the structure and behavior of a system. As stated above, empirical research carried out thus far seems to contradict the notion of the potential for mental model improvement when such improvement is defined as increasing participants’ ability to correctly perceive relationships between system structure and system behavior at a detailed level. Given these research results, we should consider discarding the hypothesis that group model building will lead to better mental models of the details of system structure and system behavior. A second goal which has recently been posited is a
change of attitude towards a proposed policy. The goal of many organizational interventions is to change people’s behavior. According to Ajzen’s well-known theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991), one necessary prerequisite for behavioral alteration is a change of attitude. Exploratory research shows that group model building can aid in bringing about a change in attitudes towards a proposed policy (Vennix et al. 1996).

At the group level the goals of group model building have been described as:

1. mental model alignment (Huz et al. 1997);
2. creating agreement (consensus) about a policy or decision;
3. generating commitment with a decision (Rohrbaugh 1992; Senge 1990a; Vennix et al. 1993; Winch 1993).

At the organizational level the goals of group model building have been specified as system process change (Do we do things differently?) and systems outcome change (Are customers or clients impacted differently?) (see Cavaleri and Sterman 1997).

At first sight, the potential outcomes of a group model-building project look quite diverse. As stated by Cavaleri and Sterman, the most important goal is system improvement. Does this mean that we can ignore the other goals? No, because we have to take into account that some of these goals may be interrelated. For instance, if there is no agreement on how to do things and different people in an organization do things differently, this may negatively impact the performance of the system. A change in behavior may be required, which in turn will result in improving performance of the system. Alternatively, if people do not understand the effects they bring about by certain decisions or behavior, then group model building may be helpful to create this awareness, thereby altering a person’s behavior and improving system outcome.

The intervention: components and scripts

Thus far we have been talking about “intervention” or “group model building” as if it were clear what this is. One has to recognize that the intervention itself is a complex system, consisting of a number of elements together and, in interaction, producing the outcome of the intervention. One prerequisite is the formulation of theories and hypotheses is a more precise description of what happens in behavioral terms when we as consultants and facilitators are locked up in those rooms with our clients. Do we all use similar brainstorming techniques? Do we use computing support? If so, how and when? Once we can comprehensively classify
the diversity of our practice, we can begin to probe more deeply into what matters in that practice. We see two major components to this descriptive process:

1. identifying the basic components of a group model-building project;
2. the behavioral description of group model-building components.

**Components of group model building**

We should draw up some sort of taxonomy of group-facilitated meetings that we all agree is broad enough to encompass what we all do. All of these conferences seem to share a number of common components (or at least dimensions along which they differ systematically). Here we make a distinction between three stages in a group model-building intervention: pre-meeting activities, the actual meetings and the after-care or follow-up activities. In addition, the context in which the project takes place may be important.

With regard to pre-meeting activities a distinction can be made between (a) contracting and client–consultant relationship, (b) participants and (c) contacts with participants prior to actual meetings. For each of these categories, our interventions can vary in a number of important ways.

- **Pre-project client–consultant relationship:**
  - How contact and entry and contracting are handled (e.g., who initiated the contact, modeler or client?).
  - Type of problem being addressed and goals of project.

- **Participants:**
  - Size and composition of team: who is involved and who decided on this?
  - Level of top management support.

- **Contacts with participants:**
  - Were pre-meeting interviews scheduled?
  - What introduction to system dynamics is given?

When it comes to the meetings themselves we need to distinguish a number of components: (a) actual composition of group and meetings, (b) modeling procedure, (c) aspects of facilitation, and (d) meeting logistics.

- **Meetings and participants:**
  - Participants (number and characteristics of attendees);
  - Meetings: number of meetings and average duration;
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- How much (and what kind of) work was done off site and how much with the group?
- Participant satisfaction with process and outcome.

• Modeling procedure:
  - What type and process of modeling was used (flow diagrams or causal loop diagrams and quantitative modeling and simulation) and how were policies assessed?
  - Support: supporting techniques used in the process.
  - Was a preliminary model used or did the meetings start from scratch?
  - Were questionnaires/workbooks used?

• Facilitation aspects:
  - Number of facilitators and their roles.
  - Degree to which facilitator steers the discussions.

• Meeting logistics:
  - Were meetings held away from the office?
  - Room design and layout.

Finally, we also have to recognize that no group model-building intervention takes place in a vacuum. There will always be contextual variables to take into account, e.g., type of organization, organization culture and history.

What are the "scripts" for these components?

In their contribution to this special issue Andersen and Richardson (1997) use the term "scripts" to stand for small behavioral descriptions of pieces of a facilitated group exercise that move a group forward in a systems thinking intervention. We suspect that all practitioners script their facilitations much like an improvisational theater group plans a vignette. What are these scripts and how are they the same or different across varying systems thinking approaches? Is it too much to hope that we could devise a coding scheme for scripts in group facilitated meetings analogous to the coding scheme employed by choreographers to record the complex dance patterns of many performers in a full ballet?

We have also become interested in the question of how to string a set of these scripts together to make a complete experience for our clients. It is difficult to execute a script fully because the exigencies of each conference dictate some amount of improvisation and ad hoc adjustment. These processes are still the most artful in our work and cry out for more systematic description and analysis.
Undoubtedly, we all have quite different theoretical bases to predict what about our behaviors in facilitated meetings makes a difference, but, before we get to these very interesting questions, we need to generate a commonly agreed, and we suspect behaviorally grounded, description of what we actually do in the meetings.

Theory development

It seems to us that any systematic research program must first solve the big problems of describing what we do and describing intended and actual outcomes for our clients and their host organizations. Only when we have constructed this basic groundwork, can we move onto cumulative and replicable research that is capable of challenging in a refutable fashion some of our pet theories and hunches.

Describing the components of group-facilitated meetings, i.e., descriptive research, is not sufficient, nor is empirical research that is not grounded in theories. We have have to strive for explanatory theories, i.e., sets of hypotheses that explain why a particular result will be produced by this particular intervention.

Theories on the potential effects of group model building will differ across the goals to be accomplished. For instance, a theory explaining why consensus will be reached more easily in group model building (as opposed to ordinary meetings) will differ from a theory explaining why peoples' attitudes have changed. In both cases the intervention (i.e., independent variable) might be the same, but the dependent variable (as well as intermediate variables) will differ considerably. We do have to point out that matters can be further complicated, because the outcome of a group model-building process may differ considerably from what was expected at the outset. This does not necessarily have to be caused by a faulty theory: rather it results from the difficulty to diagnose readily and fully a client's problem in advance of the group model-building intervention. Sometimes the "real" problem does not emerge until the group model-building process is underway (cf. Rosenhead 1989; Vennix 1996). In those cases, the outcome can only be explained in hindsight with all the well-known pitfalls.

Although there are no clear-cut theories on the potential effects of group model-building interventions, relevant literature, exploratory research, and personal experience have given rise to some propositions that we would dearly like to see investigated more carefully and completely.

Systems thinking sub-components hypothesis: What matters is that practitioners use causal loops, or word-and-arrow diagrams, or fishbone diagrams, or computer support, etc. (see, for instance, McCartt and Rohrbaugh 1989).
**Facilitation hypothesis:** Is success contingent on the present of a facilitator, or can ordinarily accomplished teams have successful conferences given the right scripts? (e.g., Conyne and Rapin 1977; Maier and Thurber 1969; Phillips and Phillips 1993; Vennix et al. 1993; Vennix 1995).

**Group structure hypothesis:** What matters is that top management is together with the "doers" for an extended period (see Akkermans 1995; Akkermans and Vennix 1997).

**Chunking hypothesis:** What matters is getting big chunks of insight — the details that lead up to the insights are largely means to acquire group confidence and are forgotten (cf. Andersen et al. 1994).

**The Gifted Practitioner Hypothesis:** Can any person learn how to effectively facilitate groups or is it just a matter of talent? Or stated differently: some persons will always be successful, no matter what type of intervention, while others will mostly be unsuccessful, no matter how good their intervention method and tools.

**Group communication climate hypothesis:** What really matters is the quality of the communication process in a group (cf. Schein 1987; Argyris 1990).

**Hawthorne effect hypothesis:** What matters is that something special or out of the ordinary was done with the group and the problem at hand — it really does not matter much what the special process is.

**Research design**

Of course, even if we can describe the diversity of our practice and more precisely define desired outcomes, a number of troubling research questions will remain. One of these is related to appropriate research design. In the social science research methodology various purposes of research are identified (see, for instance, Babbie 1995): exploration, description, and explanation. In the previous section we have already emphasized the importance of descriptive research into the components and scripts of a group model-building intervention. We have also indicated that, although we have a number of hypotheses we would like to see tested, there is a need for systematic exploratory research, leading to the formulation of new, better, and systematically interrelated hypotheses into a systematic theory of group model building. Exploratory research can also be helpful to develop and try suitable
methods for assessment. Explanatory research is required to answer questions about why a particular intervention is (or will be) successful.

In addition to these three purposes of research, the methodological literature also identifies three basic research designs: experiment, survey, and case study (alternatively called field research) (cf. Babbie 1995). Below we will roughly indicate how these research designs can be helpful in systematically studying group model-building interventions.

**Case study**

Apart from testing hypotheses, it might also be useful to take a closer look at what actually happens in organizations when a group model-building intervention takes place. Carefully conducted case studies and descriptions will be helpful in:

1. describing what actually happens;
2. determining whether particular research and data collection methods actually work;
3. generating relevant and useful hypotheses which can be tested in a more rigorous fashion.

A number of case descriptions have appeared in the literature (e.g., Akkermans 1995; Morecroft and Sterman 1994; Lane 1993; Richardson and Andersen 1995; Senge 1990b).

One problem with these case descriptions is that there is no coherent conceptual model to guide the researcher in determining what to record and what to ignore; hence their incomparability on a number of aspects (see the components of group model building discussed earlier in this article). A second problem is that most of these descriptions do not come up with either an improved method for follow-up research or tangible hypotheses that may add to our understanding of the processes and which may be tested in controlled experiments.

Finally, we have to point out that, although Yin (1989) argues otherwise, case studies are only suitable to generate hypotheses, not to test them rigorously. For the latter, we will have to rely on carefully controlled experiments in order to be able to rule out the effect of confounding factors. However, as we will see in the section on experiments, we will also have to pay a price for this.

**Survey research**

A survey design can be quite useful in gaining more insight into the effectiveness of our model-building interventions, particularly when individuals are the unit of analysis. Survey refers to a research design in which many data are gathered on a
large number of units. This results in a large database, which, in our case, would include data on a number of variables per project, e.g., number of participants, number of meetings, type of modeling procedure employed, etc. — exactly the elements described in the section on components of group model building. The database can be used to statistically test a number of hypotheses. One might, for instance, test the significance of the relationship between participants’ satisfaction with the process and project success, controlling for the number of meetings.

Building up such a database and using statistical analysis might also help solve another problem, the requisite variety question — how to deal with getting enough variety to test for an important factor or influence (i.e., if everyone gets top leadership support, how can you test for its importance?). Having a database containing data on various projects with possible differences in top management support may help to test the significance of this factor in project success. It may also shed some light on the factors which do significantly affect the success of a group model-building intervention. One would also have to pay attention to the problem of meta-design — how to combine data from a number of specialized and more focused studies.

One clear prerequisite for this is that the database contains enough data (typically at least one hundred records) to reliably employ statistical techniques. (For an example, see McCartt and Rohrbaugh 1989, 1995; Schuman 1995.) This is one more reason for group model builders to gather similar data on their projects in order to get this database filled rapidly.

**Experiments**

Naturally, if one wants to test causal hypotheses, the experimental approach is the way to go. This, however, presents a number of problems. The first is related to consulting ethics and client confidentiality. Consultants are supposed to deliver the “best product”, making systematic control virtually impossible for real client groups, let alone randomization of participants over research conditions. A second well-known problem is the lack of external validity of laboratory experiments. Results found under controlled conditions in a laboratory do not necessarily have to hold in real-life situations in organizations. Research into the effectiveness of group model-building interventions (and probably interventions in general) seems to be trapped in a dilemma. Results of laboratory research seem to be hampered by external validity problems (on this see, in particular, Eden 1992). On the other hand there is the “burden of proof” problem. If one relies on field research and case studies and system improvement is empirically established, how can one prove that this improvement is the result of the group model-building intervention? (See Cavalieri and Sterman 1997, as well as Huz et al. 1997 in this issue).
Each of the above mentioned designs has its strengths and weaknesses. It seems that more than one research design is needed in this research program, in order to increase our understanding and to cancel out the inherent weakness of employing only one design.

**Measurement problems**

Once we have defined what we intend to accomplish and at what level, and have chosen an appropriate research design, we will have to confront a number of thorny measurement questions. The first is related to operationalization of concepts. Testing hypotheses requires not only that the goals of the intervention be specified in advance, but also that these goals be operationalized into measurable variables. What exactly are mental model alignment, consensus and commitment and how do we measure them? How do we establish improvement of system performance (see Huz *et al.* 1997)?

Closely related to this is the question whether to rely on self-reported measures by participants (e.g., self-reported cognitive changes) or to make an attempt to “objectively” establish cognitive changes. Empirical research indicates that the former is not without dangers (cf. Naftulin *et al.* 1973).

The third problem refers to a Heisenberg-like uncertainty principle. In particular, measuring mental-model improvement is risky. It gives rise to what might be called the mental-model uncertainty principle: efforts to capture an individual’s mental model are likely to distort what they seek. The principle applies equally as well to group mental-model measurement, such as measuring progress toward alignment.

The fourth issue concerns measurement level. Should this be done at the reaction level, individual behavior level, group level, or at the level of the organization?

The fifth issue has to do with the time at which to measure the effects of the model-building intervention. Should this be done immediately after the interventions or should retention effects also be taken into account?

Finally, there is the problem of what data gathering techniques best to use: content analysis, interviews, questionnaires, or observation? As was the case with research designs, it seems wise to employ a variety of data gathering techniques to increase the robustness and validity of the research results.

**Practical problems**

Finally, we will have to think about how to staff and fund such a research program. We believe that one component of such a program would be the simple first step of having those who practice various versions of this craft attend and participate in
each other's facilitated meetings. This would help to work toward the taxonomy of behaviors and to help clarify outcome questions.

The challenge

It is thus reasonably clear what we have to do to advance the science of group model building. It is also clear that there are natural forces — the academic's need for new results rather than replications and the consultant's lack of time or incentives to measure outcomes — that will continue to make it difficult to pursue the necessary research. It remains for us to rise above the inherent challenges and begin the tasks of learning what really helps groups think systematically and strategically.

Notes

1. We intend this neologism to mean “able to be replicated”.
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